The SIMARD Screening Tool to Identify Unfit Drivers: Are We There Now?
Dobbs and Schopflocher published an article in which they introduced a tool to identify people who are unfit to drive because of cognitive impairment. In our view, their conclusion that this tool has ". . . a high degree of accuracy that can be used for immediate decisions in the clinical setting"(1(p119)) is too strongly stated, particularly given that the cut-points they used yield false positive (FP) and false negative (FN) percentages in the 6% to 11% range. We believe the reason for using dual cut-points is to ensure that FP and FN fractions are both controlled very stringently, and that it would be more appropriate to set cut-offs that maintain both of them closer to 1%. Using our own data, we constructed two pairs of dual cut-points-one pair that yielded FP and FN percentages similar to those from the Dobbs and Schopflocher article and another pair that yielded FP and FN percentages no greater than 1%. For the first pair of cut-points, 53% of test results were indeterminate (compared to 50% for Dobbs and Schopflocher). For the second pair of cut-points, 86% of test results were indeterminate. Presumably, the same pattern would be observed in Dobbs and Schopflocher's data if their current dual cut-points were replaced with cut-points that controlled the FP and FN percentages at more appropriate levels. We also plotted receiver operating characteristic curves, and calculated the area under the curve (AUC) for the Screen for the Identification of Cognitively Impaired Medically At-Risk Drivers, A Modification of the DemTect (SIMARD-MD) and for the combination of the Mini-Mental State Examination and Trail-Making Test A (using our data for the latter). The difference between them was trivial (AUC = 0.75 and 0.72, respectively). Taken together, the results of the two analytic approaches suggest that other tools currently in use by physicians perform at least as well as the SIMARD-MD, and that it does not represent a significant breakthrough.